
Par Room Run

Garlic, Onion, fried egg and Borcatu meat. It was the perfect recipe for
breakfast.
Unaware of anything, the self claiming kitchen chief turned on the hot circle to
heat up the small frying pan.
He wanted to make a morning surprise for Tajga as she was finally allowed to
take the slicing and piloting lessons under close eye of the Zig and Doon.
He arrived not long ago and after an exchange of a few words with
Shistavanen's captain of the Voidbreakers, Archian directed himself to the
main kitchen with all of his gear - unpacked and ready to make a surprise for
young Shistavanen.
He started to chop down the onion and garlic.
The oil started to flick at the frying pan, releasing more heat.
Red Shistavanen pushed the button and fan above the stove started making
the noise, sucking the warm air. This also hid the rising noise from the air
conditioning.

The aroma of the onion and garlic spread throughout the room. Both of them,
thrown at the frying pan, touched the oil which flicked and sparkled at the
metal, releasing even more heat, and making more of the shhhhh sound.

The air conditioning started to fill up with scratching sound, crawling of the
bodies and the metal scraping over the metal narrow passages.

Archian flicked the switch of the fan for a higher cycle, he took the bag out
from his luggage, and dropped the Borcatu meat to the frying pan, which was
generating more heat.

Red walked away from the stove. Opened the drawer.
The air conditioning cover exploded, and mass of the crystal bodies flooded
the floor, and jumped at the hot frying, while Archian picked up a tube full of
Majoran.

Archian with surprise jumped away while the crystal dagger-like limbs tried
cutting and destroyed the stove, which sparkled with electricity from the
damaged parts.
It cooled down in effect which made the creatures turn at Shistavanen.



Red didn't wait and exited the kitchen and ran out to the corridor. The mass
was following him, and Shistavanen noticed that many doors to rooms were
open. He also noticed that because of his thick fur, he became more and more
hot and sweaty and that somehow was triggering monsters. He decided to get
full attention, so he sped up and when passed the first door shut them.
When passing next door he noticed Elecos holding a framed Skeleton Key in
his hands - another one to his collection. He shut these door.

The storage doors were closed, the same as toilets, and when passing the
last one, he felt the pain in his shoulder - one of the blade sharp arms of the
monster spiked it through his shoulder blade.
Blood had spilled, but Archian focused on running and reaching the next
opened door which belonged to Tajga's room.
Young Shistavanen was sitting backwards to the door, wearing large
headphones and writing some notes. Archian shut her door with motivation.

Red's body started to fill pinning pain in his whole body, like poison spreading
through. There were only three more opened doors. Zig's, Mune's and the
training area with the showers facility.
When reaching Zig's doors, Archian could not notice the voice of Zuza coming
out from the speaker mentioning something about underwear. From respect
he shut the door, and proceeded to Mune's room.
Shistavanen's body started to slow down, and another hit landed at his other
shoulder, spilling more blood on the floor.
Mune was sitting on the floor, surrounded by the weapons. They looked aware
of the identities spreading at the ship, and when Archian was closing the door,
they reached for a blaster. Red didn't want to risk and shut the door, and
turned to the training area.
With last effort he jumped into the smaller part of it and showers in it.

Before he left the kitchen Archian luckily picked up his flame projector with
cryo-ban liquid.
He turned on water and watched as the monsters started to fill up the room
with hot mist rising from the floor.

Archian took the flame projector off and whole of his strength threw it into the
floor, conducted with chain effect of the explosion of the freezing liquid at him
and whole, full of monsters showering room.
The last thing which he saw before darkness was the blade of the creature
millimeters away from his eye, slowing down alongside him in the ice.


